Academic Fashion: An Oxymoron?
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W       , even in academic

circles that pretend to be above such vulgarities. In fact, pretending to
be above such vulgarities might be the quintessence of academic fashion,
judging from the results of a quick Google search on the phrase. Comments range from the casual:
“As an academic, I see nothing wrong with jeans and tee-shirts.
Anything more complex is more trouble than it’s worth.”
to the ardent:
“I wear a t-shirt and shorts (unless it’s too cold for shorts) to
teach in. I wear that to conferences too. Call me crazy but I
got into academia on the theory that it was my brains that
mattered not my looks. I wear a tie for no man.”
to the downright polemical:
“I’m an academic. I spend most of my day sitting at my computer or working in the library. ere is nobody looking over
my shoulder. No one is going to fire me because there is a hole
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in the elbow of my pullover. Why shouldn’t I wear what I like?
Why the fuck should I have to copy the dress code of ‘people
over thirty who work in public relations’? GIVE ME MY FREEDOM! GIVE ME MY MOTHEATEN OLD PULLOVER!”¹
Well.
Mind over body: Descartes still rules the university, in an unholy alliance with Calvin and Weber. We are a sober people, we academics, suspicious of glitz and flash and self-promotion. We are socially positioned in
a way that works against stylishness, too. We may be wealthy by global
standards, but we earn the salaries of public employees. Since we work all
the time, we have few opportunities for frivolities like shopping. And while
we might have broken down the ivory-tower stereotype conceptually, for
the most part our campuses still tend to be enclaved in the city: fashion
is not something you can easily fall into, the way (I imagine) you could if
you worked in a downtown office tower.
Mind over body, work before play, frugality above all: the antithesis
of fashion.
But what if you’re embodied? Let me make a retro move here and assert
that the stakes are different for women (read: white women). Expectations
are higher, exhortations are more urgent, and possibilities are more loaded.
Men might get away with motheaten sweaters, but women generally don’t.
Fashion is highly gendered, and gender normative—so the term “women”
in this context resonates with all the white, middle-class, slender, genderconformity a five-letter word can carry. Academics are not outside that
interpellative address, no matter how much we might want to dismiss
“couture” as a despicable ancien régime.
Too brainy for mass-culture girlishness but still interpellated as
feminine by popular and academic culture (see the recent withholding of
Canada Excellence in Research Chairs from women: all nineteen “super
s” went to men), women are caught between the diabolical anxieties of
being pretty enough and being smart enough. As a result, we get it coming
(“It’s scary that you know a woman’s a social scientist when she’s wearing
a certain type of dress or skirt and some awful-looking clay pendants”)
and going (“She should spend as much time on her lectures as she does
on her outfits”).² And lest you think it’s only students who police our
 All three of these quotations come from the web metafilter called monkeyfilter.
I choose to use unattributed quotations because they capture the way exhortations around fashion transcend specific institutional, disciplinary or regional
boundaries.
 e first of these quotations is taken from monkeyfilter.com; in its more disturbing entirety it reads, “I told my boyfriend that the moment I start wearing clunky
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fashion, remember the flak Elaine Showalter took for “coming out of the
closet” as a fashionista in Vogue? “I was once so desperate for a shopping
fix at a Salzburg seminar on gender that I visited a dirndl factory,” she
confesses. Condemnation was swift and brutal. Showalter’s irresponsibility—her betrayal of the sisterhood, her callous consumerism —was the
talk of the academic gossip circuits, briefly.³ Warning taken: if you swap
your bloated book bag for a designer handbag, you might as well turn in
your academic badge.
Fortunately, if we find ourselves confounded by our closets or confused about consumption, we can turn to the growing world of academic
fashion bloggers for help. readbared, hautest of the academic couture
blogs, discusses “the politics, aesthetics, histories, theories, cultures and
subcultures that go by the names ‘fashion’ and ‘beauty.’”⁴ Others are more
practical. AcademiChic is produced by “ree feminist PhD candidates
at a Midwest university, on a crusade against the ill-fitting polyester suit
of academic yore,” while e Glamorous Grad Student will tell you how
to look good on fifty dollars a year (or, in her words, “share how I balance
a grad student stipend with a desire for magic in my life and wardrobe”).⁵
My personal favourite might be Fashion for Nerds, “Bringing Style to Science, One Outfit at a Time.” Characterized by the familiar generosity of the
blogosphere as well as its  ethos, these blogs focus on how academic
women can put together work-ready outfits by combining off-the-rack
purchases from  or Banana Republic with vintage finds and the
anthropologist jewelry, it’s time to smack me around. It’s scary that you know a
woman’s a social scientist when she’s wearing a certain type of dress or skirt and
some awful-looking clay pendants.” e second of these is a direct quote from
a set of teaching evaluations in the Faculty of Science, University of Alberta,
–. Again, I find the anonymity of these comments indicative.
 Showalter was President-Elect of the MLA when she wrote the piece, and was
inaugurated as President in January . e brouhaha was written up by
Emily Eakin in Lingua Franca and dredged up again a full three years later by
Deirdre English in e Nation. On the Showalter Affair, bloggers Minh-Ha
T. Pham and Mimi i Nguyen suggest that “Showalter’s mistake was that she
admitted to loving fashion and lipstick not as objects of critique, but as objects
of consumption.”
 Academichic is co-produced by a diverse trio: a young mother, a lesbian, and
an exchange student. A recent post by the Glamorous Grad Student offered
the following taxonomy of women academic conference-goers: Professional,
Smart, Athletic (“ready to climb a mountain and ford a stream after giving her
paper, favouring jeans, hiking boots or running shoes, loose tees, hoodies, and
backpacks. All at the same time”), Casual, Bohemian, and Sexy. Comments on
the post suggest that the Sexy Academic is a bit thin on the ground.
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comfortable shoes you already own. ey are not preachy—the bloggers
use themselves as examples, focusing on what they like about the outfits
they wear—but most posts include references to the origin of pieces just
like a regular fashion magazine spread might. It suggests their followers
find such advice necessary.
Do we know enough to steer between the Crocs of not-pretty-enough
and the Betsey Johnson of not-smart-enough? Can we embrace fashion
and politics? Let me distil our bloggers’ advice, along with observations
from two decades in the academy, in a list of Do’s and Don’ts for the Professorial Woman:
• Do shop locally. (Exception: Matt & Nat. A Matt & Nat bag
could be driven around the world in a Hummer that runs on
the blood of the spotted owl and it would still be sacrosanct.
Ditto clothing from Mountain Equipment Co-op.) Don’t shop
big box stores. (Except Winners is okay, and the aforementioned , and Banana Republic, and Club Monaco, and
Anthropologie, and  and Sears.)
• Do look sharp, energetic, and youthful, but don’t look like
your students. How? Search out the section of the mall not
devoted to turning women into girls, while avoiding the stuff
your elderly piano teacher used to wear. Hint: if you’re surrounded by cougars and s, you’re getting warmer.
• Do dress in a way that commands respect. However, don’t
appear too corporate: remember, you don’t want to look like
you work in . A jacket is okay, a cardigan preferable. A suit
is a no-no, unless you’re gunning for an administrative position, in which case you fail the “smart enough” test. Blacks,
blues, and browns are safest, although you don’t want to be
monochromatic. In particular, don’t wear too much black. It
can be edgy.
• Do cultivate a bluestocking look to prove you’re intelligent
and appropriately gendered, that is, neither head-turningly
feminine nor inattentively androgynous. (If you’re intentionally
butch, don’t worry, your students will discipline you on ratemyprofessor.) Don’t advertise your sexuality: no heels higher
than two inches, no heavy makeup, no bling, no ink, no piercings, no cosmetic procedures. Do consider the academic bob,
which will mark you as safely, permanently, numbingly middleaged. Do wear funky glasses, the signature look for the brainy
woman, but don’t wear funky hats (not white enough).
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Got it?
If you’re able to walk that fine line, if you can strut your stuff on the
academic runway without losing your balance in the face of blinding surveillance by students, colleagues, administrators, and the general public,
you might be tempted to make academic fashion the next feminist front.
I’m tempted, regularly. Let’s work in a place with more Chanel and less
Merrell. (While we’re at it, how about encouraging head wraps and nose
rings, smart trousers and transmen to wear them!) But to what end? For
the right to sit in fusty libraries wearing motheaten sweaters? Or to teeter
off to meetings in Christian Louboutins?
No. If you ask me, the must-have accessory for the smart academic
woman is a fancy research chair. Pair it with a hundred cents on the dollar
and a non-contingent contract for most impact.
Meanwhile, let’s agree that most days it’s enough to brush your hair.
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